|   | Spell By Color  
|---|-------------------|
|   | Year Three, Scope and Sequence  
|---|-------------------|
| 1 | Review of /uhl/ sound  
| 2 | Review of /uhl/ sound (continued)  
| 3 | Words ending in consonant-‘le’, when to double  
|   | Words ending in consonant-‘al’ or ‘el’ when to double  
|   | Words ending in soft ’s’-/uhl/  
|   | Words ending in consonant-/uhl/: homophones  
| 4 | Review adding suffixes to multi-syllable words ending in c.v.c.  
|   | Test of /uhl/ and c.v.c. endings  
| 5 | Multi-syllable words ending in /s/, part 1 (e.g., compress)  
|   | Words ending in /shun/  
| 6 | Words ending in /shun/  
|   | Review of multi-syllable words ending in /s/, part 1  
|   | Test of multi-syllable words ending in /s/, words ending in /shun/  
| 7 | Multi-syllable words ending in /s/, part 2 (e.g., envious, sequence)  
| (opt) | Optional pause to further practice ‘ence’ vs ‘ance’  
|   | (see Wk 7 answer key for explanation)  
| 8 | Multi-syllable words ending in /s/, part 3 (e.g., suspense, device, citrus)  
|   | Review words ending in /shun/  
|   | Review words ending in /s/ and /shun/  
| 9 | Review words ending in /s/ and /shun/  
|   | Review words ending in consonant-‘le’, when to double  
|   | Review words ending in soft ’s’-/uhl/  
|   | Multi-syllable words ending in /v/  
| 10 | Multi-syllable words ending in /z/ (e.g., maximize, propose)  
|   | Test of words ending in /z/ and /shun/  
| 11 | Words beginning with ex-  
|   | Review beginning with ex-, words ending in /s/  
|   | Test of words beginning in ex-, words ending in /s/  
| 12 | Words ending in /uhn/ or /in/ (e.g., reason, guardian, oxygen)  
| 13 | Words ending in /iht/ (e.g. climate, visit, favorite)  

14 Words containing 'k' sound (e.g., racket, vacant, monkey)  
Words ending in 'que'

15 Multi-syllable words ending in /j/ (e.g., challenge)  
Words containing 'j' sound (e.g., budget, biology, project), plus review of suffix rules  
Review words ending in /uhn/ or /in/

16 Review words ending in /iht/  
Review Weeks 11-15, 'ence' vs 'ance'  
Test of Weeks 12-13 (/iht/, /uhn/, /in/)

17 Words containing single vs double 'l'  
Words ending in /l/ (not counting /uhl/)

18 Words containing single vs double consonants (e.g., battery)  
Words beginning with a-, double the 1st consonant?

19 Words beginning with a-, double the 1st consonant?  
Review words containing /k/ sound (from Week 14)

20 Review words containing /j/ sound (from Week 15), plus review of suffix rules  
Test of /k/ and /j/ sounds  
Multi-syllable words with same or similar sound (e.g., except vs accept, proceed vs precede) or similar meaning (between vs among)

21 Multi-syllable words with same or similar sound (e.g., except vs accept, proceed vs precede) or similar meaning (between vs among)  
Review words beginning with a-  
Test of words beginning with a-  
Review of words having similar sound or meaning

22 Review of words having similar sound or meaning  
Test of words having similar sound or meaning  
Words beginning with co-, double the 1st consonant?

23 Words beginning with co-, double the 1st consonant?  
Words beginning with i-, double the 1st consonant?

24 Words beginning with i-, double the 1st consonant?  
Review of words beginning with co-, words beginning with i-  
Test of words beginning with co-, words beginning with i-  
able vs ible
| 25 | -able vs –ible  
    | Review words ending with able/ible and /l/ words (from Week 17)  
    | Test of words ending with able/ible and /l/ words |
| 26 | Review words ending in /shun/  
    | Words beginning or ending in /sh/ (e.g., chagrin, mustache)  
    | Words containing /sh/ (e.g., efficient, ambitious) |
| 27 | Words ending in /air-ee/ (e.g. library)  
    | Words ending in /uh-ree/ (e.g. history, nursery)  
    | Test of words containing /sh/ or ending in /air-ee/ or /uh-ree/ |
| 28 | Multi-syllable words ending in /een/ (e.g., machine)  
    | Test of words ending in /een/, plus miscellaneous words  
    | End of Year Test 1 (covers Weeks 3-12) |
| 29 | End of Year Test 2 (covers Weeks 13-21)  
    | End of Year Test 3 (covers Weeks 22-27) |